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ANNEX A

HEAVY FORCES

SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

‘—ARMYMODERNIZATION VISION

’ powmn MANEUVER
E

MN THE INFORMApx v'mz 3‘ '

The Army Modernization Vision —— LAND FORCE DOMINANCE——
flows from the National Military Strategy. The Army has
established five modernization objectives that are necessary to
realize its vision:

0 Project and Sustain the Force

~ Protect the Force

- Win the Information War

0 Conduct Precision Strikes
- Dominate the Maneuver Battle

This Annex supports the Army modernization objective of
Dominate the Maneuver Battle. It details and provides the
rationale for the major programs that comprise this key building



block of -- LAND FORCE DOMINANCE!

Three challenges will occupy our attention during the next
decade: the changing nature of the military threat, the potential
areas of employment, and the growing lethality of warfare. Since
the threat of conflict with the Warsaw Pact has greatly
diminished, the nation can now orient its armed forces to respond
to other more likely scenarios. As a key part of the nation's
strategic capability, the Army's Heavy Forces will support a wide
range of new and challenging missions, both at home and abroad.
These missions will range from civil disturbance and natural
disasters to supporting United States allies and protecting United
States citizens and interests. No matter what the mission, our
nation' s Heavy Forces are ready to deploy in support of any
contingency with the m9§t_dgminant_land_jgxgg in the world, and
are capable of dggigix§_1igtgzg on any battlefield and across
the entire operational continuum.

This annex identifies realistic, affordable, and cost
effective solutions to modernizing of the nation's Heavy Forces.
It also provides an assessment of the Heavy Force's current
systems, outlines a modernization program to correct deficiencies
and exploit efficiencies, and highlights the capability shortfalls
which may remain. Implementation of this plan provides a Heavy
Force compatible with current and evolving doctrine, and an Army
with the modern weapons and munitions necessary to assure1.. . .H.. J.-

SECTION 2

CAPABILITY

The breakup of the former Soviet Union has not eliminated the
requirement for heavy forces; it has only broadened our focus and
placed greater demands on the versatility of the force. The
dissolution of the Warsaw Pact has exacerbated the proliferation
of weapons and warfighting technology throughout the world.
Countries of modest economic means are acquiring highly lethal
weapons at an alarming rate. The world figures to be less certain
and more volatile in the years ahead. Ancient ethnic rivalries
can erupt overnight into major conflicts. The rapid economic rise
of developing nations allows them to acquire the means to threaten
an entire region. As the invasion of Kuwait makes clear, a modern
heavy force allows a country to swiftly invade its neighbor. That
lesson is not lost on the world. The destruction of the
Republican Guard by US and coalition land forces will constitute a
lesson for ambitious countries; it will not persuade them to buy
fewer tanks or artillery systems. They will buy more. And this
equipment will be more capable and more lethal than that used in
the Persian Gulf.

The battlefield of the future will be characterized by fast
moving forces and unprecedented lethality. Technology will allow
the nations of the world to have access to weapon systems which
have increased range, non—line of sight missiles, smart munitions,
and are protected with advanced add-on armor packages. Real time
information will be required to develop intelligence and
synchronize the employment of forces and systems to destroy the
enemy's capability to wage war. Sensors will find and accurately
locate targets. Lethal weapons will engage enemy forces at
greater ranges, operate at a much faster tempo than we have known
before, and overwhelm and destroy the enemy around the clock in
all types of weather. Decisive victory will culminate only when
the enemy's land combat capability is destroyed by overmatching
ground combat power.

Given the above, the role of our nation's Heavy Force, is to
quickly and decisively respond to regional trouble spots in
defense of national interests. The Heavy Force has been, and will
continue to be, the predominant means of protecting our nation's
vital interests when those interests are threatened by a modern
force. Only an overwhelming land force can defeat a determined
enemy and spare the lives of non—combatants. Only a land force can
provide the security and stability necessary to resolve regional
conflicts.

Heavy Forces have traditionally included tanks, armored or
mechanized infantry, self-propelled artillery, and other key
elements forming the combined arms team. The U.S. Army's Heavy
Forces are basically organized into four types of units, each
making its own contribution to the combined arms team.
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- Tank/Mechanized Infantry Tasks Forces (TF) are built
around main battle tank and infantry fighting vehicle combat
systems. The tank/mechanized TF is a combined arms team of both
infantry and armored forces in the Army's heavy divisions. These
units are designed to close with and destroy enemy forces, and to
seize and hold terrain. They are capable of conducting sustained
combat operations in all types of terrain and during periods of
reduced visibility. The TF, as part of a larger organization, is
capable of rapidly deploying to regional trouble spots around the
world.

° Light Tank units are currently equipped with the M551
Sheridan. By the latter part of the decade they will have as
their principal weapon an Armored Gun System (AGS) designed to be
air transportable by both tactical(C—l30) and strategic
aircraft(C—l7 & C-l41). The light tank unit is capable of
deploying with light forces and providing direct anti-material and
anti—armor fire support to these units. This force is not
designed to go head—to—head with enemy heavy armor units, but
rather to provide mobile firepower in support of contingency force
operations.

° Cavalry units perform a wider range of missions, from
reconnaissance and security to direct combat with the enemy.
Cavalry is found at corps level, in either an Armored or Light
Cavalry Regiment, and in heavy divisions in the Armored Cavalry
Squadron. Cavalry units have a larger variety of organic,
complementary systems: tanks, cavalry fighting vehicles, light
reconnaissance vehicles, artillery, and helicopters. The Cavalry
is extremely flexible and has sufficient combat power to operate
independently or as part of a larger heavy force, or as a
reinforcing combat force.

° Scout units are integral to tank and infantry TF5.
These units conduct reconnaissance using light-skinned combat
vehicles. Their primary mission is not to fight, but to provide
real-time human intelligence of the battlefield to the TF
commander. These units are capable of operating over large
distances in all types of terrain and during periods of limited
visibility. Scout units cannot operate independently; they depend
on their parent more formidable, better protected units for
support. The survivability of these units is dependent on their
speed, stealth, mobility, and observation capabilities.

The demise of the global threat posed by the former Soviet
Union, has changed the focus of the nation's defense strategy to
regional threats. U.s. regional defense strategy rests on four
essential elements: strategic deterrence and defense, forward
presence, crisis response, and reconstitution. Heavy Forces play
an equally important role in each of these four elements.

0 Strategic Deterrence. As an extremely lethal and
deployable force, the nation's Heavy Forces are a very formidable
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combat power that complement our nuclear forces, and thus deter
aggression. Only our Heavy Forces provide U.S. strategy with a
flexible deterrence that is both credible and capable of deterring
conflict in today's world environment.

- Forward Presence. Heavy Forces play an important role
in forward areas. They demonstrate U.S. commitment and
credibility to our allies and signal our capability, on the spot,
to deter aggression, enhance regional stability, promote U.S.
influence and access, and, when necessary, provide an initial
response to crisis. Heavy Forces are also extremely flexible;
they are capable of fulfilling both regional and multi—theater
roles as they did in the Gulf war.

- Crisis Response. Heavy Forces are able to respond to
a regional or local crisis anywhere in the world. Our Heavy
Forces are ready and able to deploy rapidly by both air and sea.
Heavy Forces are normally introduced into battle soon after
initial entry, light infantry and special operation forces. Heavy
Forces provide close combat overmatch capabilities necessary to
stop aggression and protect U.S. interests.

- Reconstitution. If required to reconstitute, new
forces will need to have the most modern and highly technological
equipment available in order to meet worldwide requirements.
Reconstituting the Heavy Force will place the greatest demands on
the nation's industrial base for reconstitution.

Regional Contingencies. The nation's defense planning calls
for military forces to be able to respond to both major and lesser
regional contingencies. The U.S. Army's Heavy Forces are suited
for both of these operations. The Heavy Force's combat power can
be tailored and projected into a combat theater to meet any type
of situation or threat. In a major regional contingency
operation, Heavy Forces will makeup the majority of the forces
needed to first stop and then destroy threat forces. In a lesser
regional contingency operation, Heavy Forces will be used as
either part of the initial entry force or as follow—on support to
lighter forces.



SECTION 3

WARFIGETING CONCEPT

Forward Looking Warfighting Doctrine.

Army doctrine continues to evolve, encompassing changes to
U.S. national interests, world politics and technological
capabilities. As now envisioned, Army doctrine emphasizes
exploiting emerging technology to our advantage. The intent is to
avoid a grinding battle of attrition and do so by:

- Finding the enemy while our forces are dispersed over
a wide area.

- Massing quickly to fight a highly synchronized battle.
- Rapidly moving to dispersed locations.
- Rapidly refitting and reconstituting.

Army doctrine has four phases; Heavy Forces play a critical
role in each. They are:

- Detection. By using ground, air, and space based
sensors, enemy forces can be identified much sooner than ever. As
sensors detect enemy forces, cavalry units quickly move forward to
verify the locations of the enemy with the most reliable sensor of
all——highly mobile manned observation posts. Air cavalry is an
especially effective sensor due to the speed it contacts enemy
force. Ground cavalry complements the air cavalry by its
survivability and sustainability. Together, they maintain contact
with advancing enemy forces and provide critical combat
information to the commander.

- Riggs. Once the enemy is identified, he is engaged
with multiple long range fires from artillery, massed attack
helicopters and fixed wing aircraft. Cavalry units in contact
with the enemy assist in directing these fires and strip away
enemy reconnaissance units, thereby depriving him of the ability
to gather information on our unit locations.

- Maneuveerassing. This is the decisive phase of
battle. As the enemy is engaged by deep fires, dispersed friendly
units begin to mass and then maneuver to attack the oncoming enemy
forces. Tank and mechanized infantry TFs, supported by massed
artillery fires and other parts of the combined arms team, move
rapidly over large distances to destroy enemy forces. Our Heavy
Force's can fight in any type of weather and terrain, and this
provides U.S. forces significant advantages over many potential
foes. Cavalry units lead the maneuver forces, link up with the
cavalry units already in the battle area, and guide the maneuver

force forward against the enemy's weak point.
- Reconstitution. Once the enemy is destroyed, friendly

forces rapidly disperse to refit and reconstitute. The speed and
mobility of our Heavy Forces allow this action to occur quickly
and thus maintain the initiative.

The four phases of Army doctrine call for a lethal and
survivable force. The quick and efficient destruction of the
enemy mandates a highly lethal force. The force's survivability
stems from its agility and mobility requirements —— it must react
quickly to changing threats, move swiftly over large distances,
rapidly mass, attack, and then disperse. These characteristics
have been, and will continue to be, the trademarks of the Heavy
Forces.

Sufficient and Balanced Force Structure.

U.S. Army doctrine dictates the characteristics of the future
Heavy Force. The composition of the force is also a function of
the threat we may face. We must have enough of all types of
forces to convince potential enemies that attacking U.S. vital
interests is not prudent. If an enemy does attack a vital
interest, the Heavy Force must be strong enough to quickly resolve
the conflict on terms favorable to the U.S., our allies, and our
friends.

Heavy Forces are key to forward deployed, crisis response,
and reinforcing forces.

- Forward deployed Heavy Forces are likely to face a
more fluid battlefield in the future. Force reductions and the
consequential greater dispersion of forward deployed units place a
high premium on Heavy Force organizations.

- Crisis response forces must be combined arms teams
(tank, cavalry, mechanized infantry, artillery, engineer, and
light armor units). These forces can be employed anywhere in the
world. They are quickly deployable, lean, and capable of
successful operations against all enemy forces, including armor.
Heavy Force tailoring assumes a more critical factor in meeting
the wide variety of worldwide threats that contingency forces may
face.

-- Often, a small number of armored vehicles can
turn the tide in the early stage of battle. Due to the
flexibility an variety of capabilities offered by Heavy Forces,
they can be tailored to provide the firepower and mobility
necessary at the right time.

o- Light Armored Forces provide the contingency
force accurate, destructive fires to assault buildings, bunkers,
fighting positions, and can mass quickly to attack key enemy



weaknesses. Main battle tanks are often required during build—up
to blunt counterattacks and offensive operations. Cavalry
performs reconnaissance and security missions.

,
-° Heavy Forces can rapidly transition from mission

to mission——they can be quickly concentrated, and launched.
- Reinforcing Heavy Forces must be quickly deployable,

agile and at least as hard hitting as the forces already in
theater. They will be used to reinforce forward deployed forces
and short notice contingency forces. They will include all types
of Heavy Forces from tank/IFV to light armor units. They may also
consist of both active and reserve components.

The most modern and capable equipment will be with our
contingency forces. New advanced technologies plus, low
observable and lighter armored vehicles are essential to meet the
deployability demands of the future battlefield. Although the
main battle tank and IFV remains the current primary mounted
systems, newer and more revolutionary weapon systems will be
essential in the future.

Cavalry, Mechanized Infantry,
functional areas of: Command and Control,
Reconnaissance and Security,

SECTION 4

CURRENT PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

An assessment of Heavy Force capabilities to perform Armor,
and Scout missions is based on the

Weapons and Munitions,
and Support and Sustainment

Ratings used throughout this section and their definitions
are as follows:

° Red—-No capability exists,
defeating threat or providing required support.

or it is incapable of

- Amber—~A limited capability or quantity exists to
perform the mission.

- Green—-Adequate capability or quantity exists to
perform the mission.
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Heavy Force Assessment.

- Command and control for the Heavy Force is rated amber
in the near and mid term due to the emerging need for fast and
efficient processing of near real time data horizontally across
the battlefield. This area could turn Green if the Army can find
solutions to horizontally integrating current "digitized" systems
and develop standards and protocol, sensor integration, and
joint/combined solutions for future systems. An analysis is
ongoing and should render this area green in the far term.

- Weapons and munitions are rated Amber in the near and
mid term due mainly to deficiencies in deployability, lethality,
and survivability. This area will become Green in the far term
given planned modifications to current systems and projected
fielding of new equipment. Survivability will become Green in the
long term when Combat ID systems are fielded.

- Reconnaissance and security is rated amber in the
near, mid, and far term because of deficiencies in
observation/information collection and reporting capabilities in
cavalry units. Additionally, there is a lack of reconnaissance
and security capability available to the Brigade Commander.

- Support and sustainment are rated Red in the near term
but becomes Amber in the mid and far term because of improvements
in the areas of recovery for armor units and overall bridging and
breaching capability for the Heavy Force. Neither will become
Green because procurements to outfit Force Package l (FPl) are
insufficient.
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Figure A—2

Given the changing international scene, our refocused
national security strategy, and declining defense resources, the
Army reshaped its modernization strategy. The strategy relies on
upgrading current systems, integrating non—developmental
components into existing systems, and developing new systems in
the far term to bridge capability gaps. The Army succeeds in
this effort, except with respect to the Infantry Fighting Vehicle
(IFV). This weapon system has a sixteen year gap during which no
upgrade/modification to enhance its capability is scheduled. This
is a critical area which must be addressed in the FY96—Ol POM.

Armor:

The current tank modernization program is based on closing
the capability gap between today's MlAl and the Future Main
Battle Tank (FMBT) needed to support the Heavy Force of the
future. This program corrects deficiencies noted in command and
control systems, lethality, and the survivability of the MlAl.
The lack of a deployable direct fire support system to support
light infantry units will be solved with the fielding of the
Armored Gun System (AGS) in FY98.

The tank modernization program consists of Ml/MlAl materiel
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management programs, Ml/MlAl/MlAZ improvements, M1A2 conversion,
and the Future Main Battle Tank program; each are summarized
below.

- Part One: The Abrams Materiel Change Management
Program (MCM) must be continuous in order to minimize the
technology gap created by the cancellation of the Block III
tank. The l-N Prioritized Materiel Change List drives the MCM
programs. The l—N List, Phase I, has been modified to include
and correct those deficiencies identified due to safety, livefire demonstration, and Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm
assessments:

Deficiencies:
(1) Combat Identification System
(2) Situational Awareness
(3) Sight Improvements (Long Range High

Sight Improvements) (Long Range High
Resolution Thermal Sights and Direct
View Optics)

(4) Self Cleaning Air Filter
(5) Reduced Fuel Consumption
(6) Vehicle Engine, Exhaust Smoke System
(7) "Habitat" Improvements

-- Assessment: Amber. Timely product
improvement to the Abrams fleet is constrained by modest
funding. Of the top sixteen items on the l—N listing (safety,live fire, and ODS items) only thirteen appear to have a chance
of being corrected in the near term. Some of the shortcomingswill be identified on the l-N will be corrected during the
Abrams upgrade program.

° Part Two: Ml/MlAl/MIAZ improvements. The
restructuring of the Armored Systems Modernization (ASM) Programhighlighted the need for a product improved Abrams tank to close
the gap between the current MlAl and the FMBT of 2013 (or
beyond).

-- The Abrams l—N List has been expanded to
include a Phase II. Phase II will incorporate technologies that
can be available in the 1997—2005 time—frame, positioning for
the FMBT.

-- Assessment: Amber. Shortcomings have beenidentified and will be applied to the FMBT.

' Part Three: M1A2 Conversion. The M1A2 Tank is anessential part of the Abrams Modernization Program.

0‘ Most Mls will be converted to at least the
MlA2 configuration thereby eliminating most of the 105mm gun
tubes from the Main Battle Tank fleet (ZID and 81MX will remain
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in MlIP Abrams). Some deficiencies identified during DesertShield/Desert Storm will be corrected during the MlA2 upgrade
program.

-- Assessment: Amber. The Army has funded an
Abrams upgrade program in POM 94—99. The program is addressedin more detail later.

WHAT WEARE ABLE TO DO: MAIN BATTLE TANK
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Figure 3-3
The AGS is a light weight direct fire support weapon

capable of being air—dropped or air—delivered to the battlefieldin support of light infantry forces. This weapons system is
capable of engaging both anti—material and anti—armor typetargets. Based on the AGS and the M1A2 programs, Armor is rated
Green in the far term.

Cavalry/Scout:
Cavalry/Scout systems acquire and track the threat without

being detected, locate/identify targets, synchronize fires,
perform security, and integrate battlefield information under allconditions across extended areas. The BFV, HMMWV, and M113 now
used in cavalry scout roles, were not designed as cavalry/scoutvehicles. Although they have been modified and can perform somecavalry scout missions, they are not totally capable of
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accomplishing the range of missions assigned to these units.
Current scout vehicles cannot adequately collect threat

information, locate targets, synchronize fire beyond line—of—
sight, perform security missions, identify targets during periods
of limited/obscured vision and identify air/ground targets beyond
visual range, detect Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC)
hazards, operate in NBC conditions, and integrate information for
battlefield decision—making. These deficiencies were identified
during field trials and validated during Operation Desert Storm.

Cavalry/Scout modernization includes:
° Near Term (FY94—95). Fix deficiencies in currently

fielded equipment.

~° M3 Cavalry Fighting Vehicle (CFV)— Add a laser
rangefinder (LRF), Global Positioning System (GPS) with compass,
Driver's Thermal Viewer, Battlefield Combat Identification System
(BCIS), equipment stowage improvements and Missile Countermeasure
Device (MCD).

-- HMMWV Scout Vehicle—add armor, central tire
inflation, 2 radio net/intercom capability, GPS, BCIS, and
simultaneous mounting of the automatic weapon and FLIR.

-- Assessment: Amber. No funded modernization
program for M2/3 FOV.

- Mid Term (FY96—99). Mid term modernization plans call
for continued improvements to current vehicles, and the addition
of advanced technologies as they mature.

'- These improvements to the CFV must occur to
ensure that it can perform its required mission well after the
year 2000:

(l) Integrated Sight Unit (ISU)
improvements

(2) Signature reduction
(3) Inter—Vehicular Information System

(IVIS)
(4) Vehicle Integrated Defense System (VIDS)
(5) GPS integration (inertial follow—0n)
(6) Improved driver's vision (Driver's

thermal viewer)
(7) Multi—salvo grenade launcher
(8) Integrated Vehicle Smoke (IVS) system,

-- The major mid term modernization effort for the
HMMWV Scout is a "new start" system, the Long Range Advanced Scout
Surveillance System (LRAS3). It will consist of a 2nd generation
FLIR with greatly enhanced range, integrated laser rangefinder,
and integrated chemical detection capabilities. The Mission Need
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Statement (MNS) for the LRAS3 was recently approved by TRADOC and
forwarded to DA. The program is currently unfunded; but a great
deal of the up front RDT&E work is being done under Advanced Land
Combat (ALC), Thrust 5 (see Section 5).

o- A major addition to the Armored Cavalry
Regiments and Division Cavalry Squadrons will be the Non—Line—of
Sight-Combined Arms missile system. The NLOS—CA, with its
extended range, will give the maneuver commander the capability to
effect the deep battle before the threat enters direct fire range.

o- Assessment: Amber. Shortcomings have been
identified; up front work is being done under ALC and Thrust 5
programs.

- Far Term (FY00 and beyond). Cavalry and Scout
reconnaissance needs will be fulfilled by the Future Scout Vehicle
(FSV).

-- The FSV will be a highly mobile platform
incorporating stealth technology, advanced vetronics and
communications, and integrated defensive measures for high
survivability. It is envisioned as a base platform configurable
for the different mission requirements of Scouts and Cavalry. The
MNS has been approved by HQ TRADOC and forwarded to HQDA for
approval.

-o Assessment: Amber. MNS and requirement need to
be validated.
Mechanized Infantry:

In mid—to—high levels of conflict, mechanized infantry
provides our most predominant and most flexible ground combat
capabilities. Mechanized Infantry units can maneuver either
mounted or dismounted against enemy forces. The Mechanized
Infantry of the future will use state—of—the—art technologies
incorporated into current and new mobility systems. Modernizing
the Mechanized Infantry will improve the capabilities of its
infantry fighting vehiCle(IFV), anti-armor systems, and mortars.

Near Term (FY94—95). Fix recognized deficiencies of the
M113, TOW missile systems,.and mortar systems.
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Figure A—4

- The new 120mm mortar will give the Mechanized Infantry
the urgently needed capability of providing rapid priority
indirect fire support to the Heavy Force commander. This mortar
will use existing/emerging artillery technologies to achieve
exceptional accuracy, survivability, and responsiveness and will
replace the U.s. Army's aging 4.2—inch. mortars.

0 M113A3 Family of Vehicles (FOV) upgrade program will
correct mobility and survivability deficiencies. Most
enhancements will be devoted to the vehicle's power train and thus
provide the maneuverability akin to Abrams/Bradley units.
Enhanced armor protection will provide better crew survivability.

° TOWZB provides Mechanized Infantry Forces with a top-
attack engagement capability to assault armored vehicles where
they are least protected.

° Assessment: Amber. Lack of funding for the BFV
upgrade program.

Mid Term (FY96—99).

- The Bradley Fighting Vehicle is a viable platform for
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technology insertion and standard digital architecture in the mid
term. It can provide a capability bridge to the future IFV.
Future upgrade programs must enhance the vehicle's capabilities by
making it a more lethal, survivable, and mobile partner for the
Abrams main battle tank. These upgrade programs will need to
focus on the vehicle's fire control system, command and control
systems, and ability to fight during periods of limitedvisibility.

- The remaining mid term modernization focus will
consist of continuing improvements to the M113A3 and the fielding
of the 120mm mortar. This time frame also calls for the fielding
of the TOWZB, JAVELIN, and STINGRAY systems.

° Assessment: Amber. Lack of funding for a Bradley
upgrade program.

Far Term (FYOO—OB).

- Far term modernization focuses on fielding systems
with increased anti—armor capabilities like the Line-of—Sight
Antitank(LOSAT) and Non—Line-of-Sight-Combined Arms (NLOS—CA).
These will provide the Mechanized Infantry extended range anti-
armor systems.

' Assessment: Green.

Indirect Fire Support for the Heavy Force:

The role of the Army's Field Artillery is to support the
maneuver commander's by coordinating all indirect fire support.
Coordination of indirect fire support is normally accomplished by
performing close support, counterfire, and deep attack missions.
As weapons technology spreads throughout world, many potential
adversaries are able to buy indirect fire support systems with far
greater capability to accomplish these missions. To counter this
threat, the Army's Fire Support modernization plan focuses on the
most realistic and cost effective solutions to correcting noted
deficiencies in U.S. fire support capabilities. These efforts are
focused on correcting deficiencies in munition lethality, target
acquisition, command and control, slow rates of fire,
sustainability, survivability, range, and technology.

Near Term (FY94—95).

- Fix recognized deficiencies in current systems
including the fielding of the M109A6 (Paladin), MLRS, block II
improvements to the firefinder radar's, and munitions and fire
control improvements for deep attack systems.

- Assessment: Amber. Current systems are still
deficient in range and rate of fire.



Mid Term (FY96-99).
- Improve current platforms using advanced technologies

as they mature. These include improved munitions for close
support and counterfire system, AFATADS to replace TACFIRE, and
improved target acquisition systems.

- Assessment: Amber. Systems are still deficient in
range and rate of fire.

Far Term (FY00 and beyond).
0 Replace the direct fire support weapon with the

Advanced Field Artillery System (AFAS), the Future Armored
Resupply Vehicle (FARV), Field Artillery Ammunition Processing
System (FAAPS), and the Advanced Fire Finder System (AFFS).

- Assessment: Green.
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Figure A-5

Munitions.

Nations continue to develop advanced tank armor/protection
systems and weapons. Such hardware/technology is most salable
and many nations are aggressively seeking markets for such state—
of—the-art products. In particular, the invention, production,
and distribution of add-on armor packages has made it possible to
improve the survivability of armored vehicles at a fraction of
cost of buying new vehicles. By adding armor enhancements to
tanks, a nation can greatly improve capabilities and thus diminish
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the effectiveness of United States anti-armor munitions (KE, HEAT,
& missiles)

To counter this, our inventory of anti—armor munitions must
be modernized; we will use the most realistic and cost effective
solutions.

- Early efforts need to improve killing targets at
extended ranges and penetrating targets with advanced or add-on
armor protection.

- Next, We need to examine deficiencies in other types
of direct fire munitions. In future lesser regional
contingencies, weapons like the Armored Gun System will be
required to provide direct fire support to infantry units
especially when artillery and aviation fire support is not
prudent, as in heavily populated urban areas. Further, we need
direct fire munitions that can successfully engage specialty
targets like helicopters, bunkers, and buildings.

- Finally, because 105mm HEAT and HEP rounds are up to
twenty years old, new production or ammunition life extension
programs may be needed to ensure adequate ammunition for the 105mm
tank/AGS fleet through 2010.

Near Term (FY94—95).

(l) In the near term, while development continues on
the M830Al CE and STAFF rounds, modernization will focus on
penetration at extended ranges for the 120mm KE round with the
production of the M829A2. i

- Assessment: Green.

Mid Term (FY96—99):

- Mid Term modernization focuses on continued production
of the M829A2 for anti—armor targets and the M83OA1 for anti-
material targets. During this period, the TOWZB and JAVELIN
missiles will go into full production and fielding for infantry
units.

o Assessment: Amber. Program funding constraints will
limit the quantity of M830Al and JAVELIN munitions produced to
meet requirements.

Far Term (FY00—08):

o Far term modernization focuses on the STAFF and X—ROD
rounds for armored units and on the NLOS—CA and LOSAT missile
systems for infantry units.

- Assessment: Amber. Funding for STAFF production,
LOSAT, and NLOS—CA is questionable.
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Command, Control, Communications and Computers (C4).

Command and control is the art and science by which
commanders provide leadership to focus and regulate the functions
of their assigned forces. Effective C2 allows commanders to
accurately assess the situation and set the battle tempo for
mission accomplishment. A reliable C4 system is the key
ingredient of the capabilities needed to achieve optimum battle
tempo.

° Current C4 capabilities in Heavy Forces are limited.
Voice transmission of data on radio frequencies remains the most
common method of command and control at brigade level and below,
although the recent introduction of the Maneuver Control System
(MCS) has improved command and control for the Heavy Force
commander. Operation Desert Storm highlighted C4 battlefield
deficiencies in position/navigation, Situational awareness, combat
identification, command and control on the move, synchronized
battle management and sensor integration.

- Short term solutions have been applied to some of
deficiencies (thermal identification devices, GPS, etc.) but we
must integrate solutions that will allow maneuver commanders to
protect their own systems and set the battle tempo and destroy the
enemy as well. The digitized battlefield concept will address and
present some solutions to C4 deficiencies concentrating on the
horizontal integration of existing and future systems.
Additionally, the Army's new Command and Control Vehicle (C2V)
will provide the Heavy Force commander with increased capability.

Assessment: Amber. Funding will limit the number of C2Vs
fielded in FPl units.
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Mobility / Countermobility Programs in the Heavy Force:

The Heavy Force achieves overmatching combat power by its
ability to maneuver unimpeded across the battlefield and deliver
decisive blows against the threat. To achieve this shock action
effect, the Heavy Force must be able to quickly detect, breach,
and cross manmade and natural obstacles on the battlefield.

Mobility / Countermobility Assessment:

Detection:
o- Current Situation: Hasty and/or deliberate

minefields/complex obstacles can halt or seriously delay
battlefield operations. Current detection methods are limited to
mine rollers and hand held mine detectors. The vehicle mounted
mine roller is ineffective against double impulse, magnetic fused,
and standoff mines.

-- Materiel Solution: Aerial Standoff Minefield
Detection System (ASTAMIDS) - A compact, automated mine detection
system sensitive to metallic and nonmetallic components of mines.
This system rapidly and accurately locates buried or surface
emplaced mines at standoff ranges of 100 meters or more.



0- Assessment: Amber. This area is amber in the
near and mid terms, but will change to Green in the far term with
the fielding of the ASTAMIDS.

Breaching - In-Stride and Deliberate:
0- Current Situation: There is a serious lack of

rapid, in-stride, and/or deliberate breaching and proofing
capability at company/troop and battalion/squadron level. The
Battalion Countermine Set (BCS)—- special purpose equipment
designed to provide the Task Force in—stride breaching capability
is available in limited numbers. BCS is mounted on tanks only
when needed to support mission requirements. Its plow becomes a
semi—permanent component of the tank but the roller and Cleared
Lane Marking System (CLAMS) are fielded with their own
transporter. Training and combat operations have proven the worth
of the roller and plow but the CLAMS is an ineffective marking
system. The Combat Engineer Vehicle (CEV) is outdated; it can not
effectively breach complex obstacles and keep pace with the
Abrams/Bradley vehicles.

-° Materiel Solutions: Continue fielding current
BCS (less CLAMS) to double the number of countermine sets at
battalion/squadron level plus identify a replacement marking
system. In the mid term, develop and field the Ml based breacher,
and in the long term, develop and field the Combat Mobility
Vehicle(CMV).

-° Assessment: Red. This area is Red in the near
term, and Amber in the mid and far terms. Current funding limits
procurement of the M1 based breacher to less than one third of the
requirement for FPl.
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Gap Crossing:
o- Current Situation: Natural and man-made gaps

are obstacles to Heavy Forces. Short gaps, river crossings, and
tank ditches halt forward movement and thus turn our forces into
lucrative targets. The Armored Vehicle Launched Bridge (AVLB),
the only bridging asset available to support maneuver operations,
cannot support 68 ton MlAl tanks without reducing its span or the
speed of crossing vehicles. The AVLB launcher chassis, cannot
keep pace with Heavy Forces and it is not C—130 or C-l4l
deployable. There is no gap Crossing capability for light armor
forces.

0- Materiel Solution: The Heavy Assault Bridge
(HAB), replaces the AVLB. The HAB is a horizontally launched or
scissors bridge mounted on an Abrams tank chassis. The HAB will
be able to keep up with Heavy Forces; its chassis will be
protected to the same degree as the tank, and it will enable MLC7O
systems to cross 24 meter gaps (Figure A—6).

-- Assessment: Amber. This area will remain amber
until sufficient quantities of the HAB are fielded and a solution
to the light forces gap crossing problem is solved.



Minefield Self Extraction:
0° Current Situation: No capability exists for

lightly armored vehicles to perform self—extraction/breaching of
surface laid or scatterable minefields and/or unexploded munitions
on the battlefield following combat operations.

0- Materiel Solution: An add—on capability for
multiple platforms (AGS, Bradley Fighting Vehicles, etc.), the
Lightweight In-Stride Extraction Capability (LIEC) will be light
enough to be operated without degrading the platform's mobility.
The LIEC will provide a capability to sweep through surface
emplaced or scatterable minefields, booby traps, and unexploded
ordnance.

-- Assessment: Amber. This area will remain amber
until the LIEC is developed and fielded.

Sustaining Programs. Our support forces cannot now
effectively sustain the fight.

Support Vehicles:
- Current Situation: Our current support vehicles

are vulnerable to indirect and small arms fires, have limited
cross—country mobility, and cannot operate in contaminated
environments.

- Materiel Solutions:
0- Future Armored Resupply Vehicles —

Ammunition & Fuel (FARV-A&F): Uses mechanical means to transfer
ammo and fuel and protects crews from threat small arms fire.

'° Armored Medical Evacuation Vehicle (AMEV):
Replaces the current wheeled ambulances; provides an enclosed
treatment area with collective NBC protection and capability for
treatment on the move.

-° Heavy Extended Mobility Tactical
Truck/Palletized Load System (HEMTT/PLS): The HEMMT fleet is
improved by adding armor protection to vehicle cabs and fuel
cells, engine upgrades and a Central Tire Inflation System.

-- Armored Maintenance Vehicle (AMV):
Provides improved ballistic protection to the crews, and vastly
greater capabilities to stow and transport personal equipment,
tools, and high usage repair parts. The AMV replaces the M113A1
currently in use.

- Assessment: Amber at present but Green when
these systems come on line in the far term.

Long Haul Capability:
- Current Situation: We have very limited "long

haul" capability. The expanded battlefield dictates moving long
distances to launch attacks and to occupy reconstitution areas.
Due to their limited numbers, Heavy Equipment Transporters (HBTs)
are generally not available to haul armored units in tactical
operations, consequently, units make long road marches that
consume resources and time, decrease tracked system availability,
and cause crew fatigue.

' Materiel Solution: Increase procurement
sufficient to have 6—8 HETs in each forward support battalion.

- Assessment: Amber until such time as additional
HETs are fielded.

Fuel Consumption/Refueling Problems:
- Current Situation: The Abrams family of tanks

consumes too much fuel and time for refueling. Heavy Extended
Mobility Tactical Truck (HEMTT) fuelers can refuel vehicles at
rates of 250-300 gallons per minute (GPM), but MlAl's can only
take on fuel at 50 GPM.

- Materiel Solutions:
-- Future Armored Resupply Vehicle — Fuel

(FARv—F); PrOVides armor protected refueling using a fueltransfer probe capable of remote docking with refuel ports on
combat systems and transfers fuel at 250—300 GPM.

-- Supplementary Fuel Carrying Capability
(SFC2): Adds fuel carrying capability to vehicles; provides 100-
200 additional gallons of fuel, is capable of refueling by
pressure and/or gravity feed, is self contained, and is quicklydisconnected/jettisoned.

I

‘-- Auxiliary Power Unit (APU): A small
generator Wthh PrOVides Power to critical vehicle subsystems;
obviates use of the main engine.

o Assessment: Amber at present but becomes Green
in the mid/far term when APUs are installed on the Abrams family
of tanks and the FARVs are fielded.

Recovery:
- Current Situation: The M88A1 lacks ballistic

protection and the power, traction, and speed to safely and
effectively recover Abrams tanks.

o Materiel Solution: Improved Recovery Vehicle
(MggAlgl); Upgrades the power, ballistic protection, weight,
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winch, and lift capabilities of the M88Al;
in FY95 .

- Assessment: Amber due to
which limit fielding only to selected FP 1
when all armor and engineer units in FP 1, 2,

I
HEAVY FORCE SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT
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funding constraints
units. Becomes Green
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RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT ,

SECTION 5

AND ACQUISITION STRATEGY

Continuous Modernization as a Key Concept

The Army's Research, Development and Acquisition (RDA)
strategy succeeds only via continuous modernization actions.

DEFICIENCIES NEARTERM MIDTERM FARTERM Continuous modernization has served well in the past and will be
WVua FY53” FVW-W) pursued in the future as well. The RDA goal is to equip the

-&owmnmunmununwsn American soldier with world-class equipment in sufficient quantity
-LAK0FoEpLovnmLHVBVAm - - - - 'and in the shortest p0351ble time so our soldiers can w1n-NEEDFonGnEATEnLETHALHVAT . . . .’ARMOR
EXTENDEDRANGES

AMBER GREEN GREEN decisively, quckly and With minimum risk.
- GREATER sunvaaIerv (couan ID)

-INFANTRYFAMILVOFVEHNEEDSTOKEEP Continuous modernization means that for every class of major
pAcawnHTHEAanAMs ' -

MECHANRED ‘gmemMAnmnwnn weapon system (e.g. Main Battle Tank, Attack Helicopter, etc.)
INFANTRY -NEEDFORGREATER LETHAerVAT AMBER AMBER GREEN that makes up our key warfighting capability, our goal is to have

:ggmxiggenmm' either a system in production, being upgraded, or a replacement. mouaxnm . . ..6MxannHunvnmATwsmMs next generation system in development. A break in this process
-NowxmormAMWg$$+ results in erosion of critical skills, lapse in the fielding
-uunED oasenvanon, Alon . . . . .CAVALRY COLLECTION,UNDIRECTFIRECOMHOL AMBER AMBER AMBER

process, diminished industrial nase, stagnant technology,
AND -MCKOFuwanomeocmwum' increased fleet aging, and dulling of our warfighting edge vis-a-
SCOUT SHNNWOPHMHUBATWW$0M vis potential opponents. Continuous modernization is the means by-uunEDNaanc0NNABSANca . . . . . .

sunGHAcowdnaw which we sustain our forces, capabilities, and our entire
.nxmsornu acquisition system: its people supporting industrial base

FIRESUPPORT -NEEDF0RGREATERLETHALHVAT AMBER AMBER GREEN infrastructure, and programs.
I I

EXTENDEDHANGES
-c0MMANDAN0c0NTn0L

I t I It. h.MOBILITY, _°u|CKLVDETECT_BREACH‘ANDCROSS DoD s curren acquiSi ion p ilosophy allows more time to
COUNTER. oasucLESAsPARTorTHEAanAMs RED AMBER AMBER develop and evaluate new technologies and make decisions regarding

MomLY “NomuDEYEAM them. This reduces concurrency in development programs, and
COMMAND -$DWWRWM“DNWMNEN causes retention Of eXiSting equipment, increases emphasis and

5, :ggTuliAa‘ITI-EgvTECHNOLOGV AMBER AMBER GREEN investment in Science and Technology programs which lead to a
CONTROL Josnounmvanau broad range of Advanced Technology Demonstrations. Thus

-GMAERLHHMHVM1EMED technological advances will be incorporated into systems more
MUNITIONS a’éghupnmnmmu GREEN AMBER AMBER often through upgrades rather than by initiating new systems.

spacmLTvTAnGETs
Thus, the Army's RDA strategy requires that we continue to

modernize by upgrading and initiating selective new starts.
Although we will reduce the number of new weapons produced, the
need to maintain technological superiority will drive us to
increase S & T efforts to develop new and innovative technologies.
Leap—ahead technologies that overmatch any potential adversary
represents a key combat force multiplier for a smaller force. The
U.S. must maintain its technological advantage and constantly
reinvest those advantages to provide superior equipment for our

Figure A-B

soldiers. If we fail, we put our soldiers at risk. "No more Task
Force Smith's" means that we must have a trained, ready —- and
well—equipped Army —— no matter what size the force may be.

Five key tenets characterize our new RDA approach:
- Maintain a robust and aggressive Science and Technology



base -- our foundation. America must not lose its ability to
maintain technological superiority.

0 Conduct Advanced Technology Demonstrations of promising
new technologies to mitigate technical risks, gain early user
suitability assessments, and ensure technologies, associated
subsystems, and advanced manufacturing processes are thoroughly
demonstrated before entering the Demonstration and Validation
Phase.

° Focus near—term modernization on insertion of advanced
technologies into existing platforms —— maximize previous
investment and gain a quick increase in fielded combat capability.
Upgrades should be our first consideration until they are no
longer cost effective or prudent (e.g., dictated by a credible new
threat; current equipment exhausts its growth potential; or,
technological opportunities require development and production of
a new end item).

- Limit Demonstration and Validation programs only to
those which can be resourced in the future and are intended to
lead to production. A new weapon system will move to production
only after the threat and cost—effectiveness of producing the
system have been verified and technical and manufacturing risks
have been reduced to acceptable levels. Intent to produce must be
attendant to entry into Demonstration/Validation.

- Support DoD efforts to maintain a minimally adequate, but
responsive, industrial base for critical products to support
continuous modernization and meet potential reconstitution
requirements. We must manage the base as it downsizes to ensure
that we retain or acquire the capabilities to develop and produce
world—class equipment in the future. The base must be "rightsized"
and structured to perform: (1) R&D for life extension via
technological infusion, (2) new product R&D, (3) systems
integration, (4) production, and (5) life cycle support.

To effectively implement these tenets, the Army must balance
its RDA modernization objectives with the overall availability of
resources. RDT&E funding levels must be sufficient to support
each phase of the development cycle. Likewise, procurement
funding levels should be sufficient to produce and field systems
in sufficient quantities and provide needed capabilities to the
soldier. The impetus of production should be to pull technology
from the laboratory. We need a RDT&E to procurement ratio high
enough that we can achieve continuous modernization by filding
our technology.

We should only resource those programs that meet a strong
user need. We will consider executability, affordability, and
approvability (OSD and Congress), but first priority will always
be the warfighting needs of our soldiers. We will strive to buy
equipment efficiently and in operationally significant quantities,
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meaning that we should buy at least at minimum efficient
production rates and at least at operationally significant
quantities. However, given our down—sized base, we may have to pay
some premium in order to support critical full service
capabilities for selected systems. Once programs receive
Milestone I decision authority approval, commitment to program
stability will be demonstrated by fully funding development and
procurement of approved system.

Enabling Strategies.
To implement our RDA strategy successfully requires mutually

supportive enabling strategies. Enabling strategies, together
with their associated goals and objectives to measure progress,will link our RDA strategy at the top level with the day to day
execution of our programs throughout the acquisition community.

Provide for the Reconstitution of the Force. We should
identify critical sectors needed to maintain a viable industrial
base capable of responding to force expansion; that is maintain
capabilities to reduce long lead time by keeping critical
manufacturing processes at trickle rate, and seeking dual—use
applications. We must eliminate non value-added processes and
procedures in the acquisition process: eliminating unnecessary
testing, tailored testing requirements (combined
government/industry testing) and tailored contracting methods.

Maximize Program Stability —— Align the Requirements,
Resource Allocation and Acquisition Process. We need to
ensure the user and acquisition community continuously manage the
process of requirements change. We need to establish a healthy,
open interface between combat and materiel developer to ensure
requirements and acquisition strategy are in harmony. In these
times, more than ever, we need to carefully validate requirements
for major systems and discipline the PPBES and acquisition
processes to reduce turbulence within programs.

Exploit Information Systems as Combat Multipliers.
Software engineering principles must be used in build future
information systems. Modern technology based tools such as
Integrated Computer Aided Software Engineering (I—CASE), must be
used. We should attempt to exploit information technology
advances such as pen-based computers, wireless local area
networks, and artificial intelligence systems.

Quality. We must achieve preeminent quality in the
acquisition proceSS- EaCh Step in each process must add value to
administration, PrOdUCtS: 0r Services. Our focus must be to
understand and exceed the eXpectations of our customers (internal
as well as external), improve cycle time, first pass yield, and
reduce cost.

Industrial Base. We must approach downsizing the defense
unique Industrial Base w1th a cohesive integrated strategy. DoD
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policies emphasize the maintenance of design, production, and
technological capabilities in special areas critical to future
defense needs. DoD relies on a free market approach with the
exception of critical unique defense capabilities. However, we
can help manage the downsizing of the base. The defense and
commercial sectors must be integrated to the maximum extent
possible; this can be done for example by eliminating inhibitors
and barriers such as accounting systems and unnecessary military
specifications and standards. We must judiciously increase the
use of commercial, off—the—shelf/non—developmental item
acquisitions and move toward commercial and international
specifications and standards. We must allow industry the
flexibility to integrate commercial and defense business thereby
improving their competitiveness in commercial markets and reducing
dependence on U.S. defense dollars alone to support research and
development, production, and service.

Operating and Support Cost Reduction (OSCR). We must
retire technically and logistically obsolete high 0&8 cost
systems. We need policies and procedures which allow 0&5 cost
savings to be reinvested in additional modernized equipment.
Likewise, innovative methods need to be established to encourage
new ways to generate 0&5 savings, e.g., 0&8 value engineering.
We must expedite technology insertion into systems to reduce
support costs. We must accelerate the use of simulations and
modeling and apply design practices in the technology base to
reduce costs. Distributed interactive simulation will network
simulators for training of combined arms forces and testing and
evaluation future weapons systems, tactics and doctrine.

International Armaments. We must set the stage for
greater international cooperation by seeking the technological
"golden nuggets" of other countries which complement our leading
edge technology efforts. International markets must be expanded
via direct and Foreign Military Sales for example to help increase
the customer base for our industries. FMS can bolster a shrinking
industrial base. Cooperative production agreements can reduce
U.S. program costs and benefit our industrial base and our allies
as well. Co-development agreements can also serve our interests.

Acquisition Improvement. We must improve our acquisition
processes. We should use only the highest quality solicitations to
ensure timely and accurate communications among user, industry and
the acquisition communities. We must ensure that acquisition
strategies are approved by the milestone decision authority and
that innovative streamlining approaches are documented at that
time. This guidance should go to both the buying agency for
translation into the Request for Proposal and to industry so they
will come to know our acquisition approach early. The source
selection process must also be streamlined; it should ensure that
only the best—value producers are selected. As a guiding
principle, we should assure the acquisition system puts more
emphasis on "product" and less emphasis on the time and cost
consuming "paper". We must ensure that acquisition strategies
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clearly communicate to both buying activities and potentialcontractors what is desired from the procurement in addition tothe product itself (e.g. , how this procurement will be used to
shape a full service base for future production, service lifeextension and logistical sustainability). We must ensure that the
REP, the Source Selection Process, and contracts strictly complyWith our acquisition strategy. Our solicitations must contain
only baseline performance requirements and only the true "value
added" functional requirements. Procurement and managementpractices must be vigorously pursued to eliminate unnecessaryfunctional requirements that drive up the cost of our acquisitionprograms. Industry must be allowed to submit best value, bestsolution proposals. We must make full use of multi—item, long
term procurements for secondary items and reduce the number ofcontract actions to afford the government greater flexibilitywhile giving industry a more stable planning horizon.

Concurrent Engineering/Computer—Aided Acquisition AndLogistics Support. This strategy provides the frameworknecessary to ensure that an orderly transition to productionoccurs without requiring fundamental restructuring. We mustreduce cycle time from Research and Development to equipment inthe hands of the soldiers by involving all the functionaldisciplines. The concurrent engineering team will avoid problemsin production, operating and support costs and testing byconsidering the entire life cycle of a system plus the appropriatemanufacturing process during initial design phase. The team mustalso address reliability, availability and maintainabilityrequirements, statistical process control techniques andcommercial/industrial alternatives to military standards andspecifications as they apply to programs. Multifunctional teamactions must be applied throughout the acquisition life cycle toinclude writing of the acquisition strategy through the RFP Theinherent advantages of using sound software engineering principles
and non—proprietary open systems standards for information systemsmust be demonstrated. Tools such as I—cASE and computer languagessuch as "Ada" to support these engineering principles must beutilized. We must leverage CALS electronic technologies in bothindustry and government. We must adopt commercial andinternational standards rather than create our own. We must alsoprovide standard electronic interchange of CALS information in thework place where needed. CALS is an enabler for everything that
we do. CALS can provide streamlining tools and productivityimprovements needed in many other acquisition enabling strategies.

Research and Development. We must pursue advancedtechnologies in our R&D program to ensure our technological edgewhile reducing cycle time and risk of transitioning from thelaboratory to production. Reduced Cycle time can help fundtechnology demonstrations and prototype evaluations. Advanceddistributed interactive simulations and technology demonstrations
must bring the Army researcher, industry and the user together toevaluate and mature technology as well as make better requirementdecisions and gain insight as to how to fight with advanced
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technology —— Louisiana Maneuvers ’94 is an example. We must
orient the predominant share of available science and technology
resources toward those technologies and applications that are not
receiving sufficient private sector investment to meet anticipated
Army interest. Technology development and demonstration must be
focused on knocking down barriers to further development.
Furthermore, whenever possible, we should increase our reliance on
the private sector for technological progress and products.
Products must be developed together with critical processes to the
point that they result in producible items prior to the decision
to go into production or to delay production until needed.
Concurrent engineering and leveraging of international and
commercial R&D efforts are vital. We must develop the processes
and the products concurrently and earlier in our technology base
effort. We must maximize the application of "dual use"
technologies, products and industrial facilities.

Test and Evaluation. We must use a continuous evaluation
approach for Test and Evaluation, beginning in the design phase.
It should continue throughout the life cycle, and constantly
provide feedback to improve the system design and ensure
operational effectiveness and suitability. The objective is early
risk reduction through continuous integrated evaluation and
communication with the developer our objective: conduct more
efficient, shorter, integrated testing. Design testing in
particular should occur early as a joint industry—government
endeavor. A statistically designed test—find-fix approach, hand
in hand with the developer, will provide early solutions to
potential problems. Inherent in this strategy is evaluation and
refinement of the manufacturing processes so in—plant inspection
and product acceptance testing can be reduced. Additionally,
methodologies to accelerate software development and testing must
be identified, validated and implemented throughout the Army.
Rapid prototyping, and incremental development and fielding, will
avoid the problem of user dissatisfaction.

Education/Professional Development. The development of a
truly professional, dedicated and highly motivated acquisition
workforce is key to the successful implementation of each enabling
strategy. We seek to develop cross—functional, team—oriented,
innovative leaders and managers who will have both a strategic and
global perspective of the acquisition needs of the Army. This can
only occur through the establishment of a continuous process of
education and training designed to facilitate continuous
improvements in functional development as well as providing
broadening experiences. High standards of education where
advanced degrees are expected; completion of technical training as
the norm; participation in robust leadership and management
development programs; and assignments with industry will be the
barometers through which the enhancement of the professional
competence of the workforce are measured. We envision the total
commitment of the Army's senior leadership to the preparation of
our acquisition managers to achieve the Army modernization goal.

Heavy Force Acquisition Strategy. The ability to taskorganize to suit the worldwide threat will have an increasedimportance in the combined arms battle. To meet the needs of theforce, future combat systems will have to be lighter and smarterwith a mixture of both lethal and non—lethal weapon systems. To,
accomplish this difficult task, the Army's Heavy Force acquisitionstrategy must have a proper balance between Research, DevelopmentTest, and Evaluation(RDTE), and procurement. Figure A—9 depicts

I

the Heavy Force's acquisition strategy to meet these requirementsin the future.
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Science and Technology (S&T) Links to Heavy Force Modernization.
0 To achieve Heavy Force modernization goals, several

advances are required. The advances with the largest impact are
those that impact on a reduction in crew size, armor, andstructural weight, as well as improvements in signature
management, remote sensing and targeting. These key emerging
technologies are the basis by which current research and
development are being conducted to meet the needs of the Heavy
Force. Lethality, survivability (including mobility, agility and
penetration) deployability and sustainability are the priorities
for system upgrades and advanced concepts.

IREALM OF THE POSSIBLE
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Figure A—10

o Perhaps the most important of these technology areas
concerns survivability/lethality.

o- The goal of lethality is to "kill" the threat.Lethality technologies Currently focus on electric guns, lasers
and smart munitions. These technologies will allow future combat
systems to kill targets at a most vulnerable time and from a most
vulnerable position, at distant ranges and at the lowest
logistics and monetary costs. Applications of this technology
include smart munitions, electromagnetic (EM) rail guns,
electrothermal chemical (ETC) guns, and enhanced propellants.
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0- The goal of survivability is the inverse of
lethality. These technologies enhance the countermeasures to
preclude the threat to cause lethality. Survivability technologies
range from improving the ballistic protection of armor to the
electronics and munitions necessary for a Vehicle Integrated
Defensive System (VIDS). Products of survivability technologies
include insensitive munitions; nuclear, biological, chemical (NBC)
equipment; and laser eye-safe goggles. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency's (DARPA) Kinetic Energy, Armor, and Vehicle
Survivability Programs are greatly enhancing the developments in
these technologies. These technologies combine lethality of the
future battlefield with the survivability of future systems and
the soldiers who will man these systems.

-- Closely related to survivability are advanced
materials and material processing technologies. These
technology deal with the processing of advanced metals, ceramics,
composites and hybrid materials for future military use. New
materials for heavy armor applications are producing ballistic
performance improvements and cost and weight reductions.
Materials with high specific strength are generating applications
for more efficient weapons platforms. Ceramics in diesel engines
are significantly reducing engine weight and may obviate cooling
systems. These materials mean lighter weights, increased system
performance, and significantly enhanced maneuverability and
operational effectiveness. Such technologies could make the
Future Scout Vehicle (FSV), Future Infantry Fighting Vehicle
(FIFV), and the Future Main Battle Tank (FMBT) more strategically
deployable and more survivable.
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Figure A-ll

-- Another contributor to surviva ' ' '

observable technology. This is "stealth" techsgl:;§.lsItohas
the potential tO render combat vehicles nearly undetectable thus
increasing their combat effectiveness and survivability. This
technology will decrease the weight of combat vehicles . Systems
such as the FSV, the Armored Gun System (AGS), the FIFV and the
FMBT could rely heavily on low observable technology.

.
0- Key to all survivability and lethality systems

are microelectronics, photonics, and acoustics. These
technologies underpin all our signal acquisition, communication
computation, and processing systems. The capabilities of these,
technologies determine performance limits of smart weapons fire
control systems, warning receivers, intelligence collection
devices and other sensors. These technologies reduce the magnetic
Signature of vehicles and integrated microelectronics (future Arm
RSTA/Ew/C3I) systems. This technology includes 2d generation

y

FLIRs which will provide improved resolution in sights and
improved combat identification range determinations.

l
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Figure A—12

0- Nearly all systems use advanced signal
processing and computing to perform a variety of command and
control, position/navigation, electronic intelligence (ELINT)
reconnaissance, automatic target recognition (ATR), fire control
guidance and control, communications, and training tasks. These,
technologies allow for the simulation and modeling Of command and
control, hardware systems, and wargaming, and thus reduce training
costs and improve readiness. These technologies will also provide
and advance the Standard Army Vetronics Architecture (SAVA), the
standard electronics modules for all future combat systems. Other



applications of this technology include the computers and proces—
sors in the Global Positioning System (GPS), Intervehicular
Information System (IVIS) and advanced simulations.

'0 Robotic systems constitute important future
technological capabilities. On the battlefield, tele—operated and
autonomous vehicles can be perform: reconnaissance, countermine
operations, rearming, refueling, sentry duty, environmental
sensing and route planning. Robotics can enhance automotive crew
functions, ammunition loading, target acquisition, and maintenance
prognostics and diagnostics. Current uses of robotics in the
Heavy Force include the development of the main battle tank
autoloader and the development of the Tactical Unmanned Ground
Vehicle (TUGV).

-- Many of the technologies discussed so far will
depend on advances in power generation, storage, and
conditioning. Research in these areas endeavor to reduce the
size and increase the efficiency of batteries, capacitors,
switches, resistors, inductors, and compulsators. Smaller, more
efficient power supplies will be needed if weapon systems with
greater lethality are to be integrated into future combat
vehicles. For example electric guns, ground—based lasers, and
electric drives, will require very large and repeated energy
pulses. These technologies also increase tactical and strategic
mobility by decreasing the size and weight of power plants on
combat vehicles.

-- Advanced propulsion technologies will also
increase the maneuverability of future combat vehicles. These
technologies aim to increase power—to—weight and power—to—volume
ratios of vehicular platforms and their propulsion systems.
Research is being conducted to replace the mechanical transmission
with an electric drive and to improve active suspension,
lightweight track, and methods of reducing fuel consumption.
Current propulsion research on turbine and electric systems could
increase vehicle survivability through signature reduction,
increased cross country speed, and increased vehicle range.

-- Directed energy weapons (DEW) may be the
ultimate future weapons. Although there are significant
technological barriers to the advancement of large scale directed
energy systems—— barriers such as size and weight reduction, power
requirements, higher energy/power input, and better control of the
radiated beam—— the short time of flight of DEW systems (limited
only by the speed of light) offer great potential to cause damage
and disruption to threat forces. Applications of directed energy
technology include laser rangefinders, low energy lasers designed
to disrupt optics and enhanced target acquisition.

‘ Advanced Land Combat (ALC) is the cornerstone of S&T
for Heavy Force modernization.

-- At the heart of the DOD science and technology
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strategy is the imperative to develop and make available to the
Army new.and advanced technologies that will ensure the long-termsuperiority of the force. Advanced Land Combat (ALC) science andtechnology aims to ensure the availability and integration ofadvanced technologies to meet military needs. We will
demonstrate these in a series of operational scenarios which willput such technologies in the hands of soldiers. Thus, improved or
new capabilities can be evaluated to determine their impact oncurrent and future warfighting concepts. The feasibility ofintegrating these technologies to upgrade a current system or toincorporate them in a new system will also be determined. ALCevaluations consists of two top—level demonstrations: AdvancedVehicle Technologies and Rapid Force Projection Initiative

o-o Advanced Vehicle Te h '

potential to enhance our mounted "heavy" maneusefiizg;:f
hOld the

Integrated survivability technologies, a suite of countermeasures
and active protection systems, will reduce the requirement for
armor. Combined Arms Command and Control (CACZ) will offer sharedsituational awareness between combat systems to optimize the
employment of assets. Crewman's Associate will use an
integrated/automated crew station to reduce crew workload
Composite Armor Vehicle (CAV) will demonstrate new lighterstructures using composites with integrated signature control
Advanced target acquisition will use 2nd generation FLIR

'

technology to improve ability the crew's to see and identifytargets. Two—man FMBT demonstrations will integrate the advancedtarget acquisition, Crewman's Associate, and integratedsurVivability technologies so we can begin the evaluation of the
two—man crew concept.
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--- Rapid Force Projection Initiative
technologies offer the potential to enhance the capabilities of
the early entry maneuver forces. The Light Contingency Vehicle
and Scout Sensor ATDs will greatly improve the capability of the
mounted scout. The non-line-of—sight (NLOS) missile will allow
brigade and smaller units to shape battlespace with fires rather
than maneuver. Smart mines, smart mortars, light-weight howitzers
and the integration of unmanned aerial vehicles will enhance the
capabilities of mounted and dismounted forces within the brigade
battlespace.
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0- Despite the reduced urgency of modernization, a
vigorous S&T program remains a strategic imperative to ensure
continuing qualitative superiority in both actual and potential
technologies . The Army's S&T programs are crucial to DoD's
overall acquisition process -— we will do more to "prove " new
technologies and components before programs enter the formal
acquisition process. Not all S&T successes will enter the
acquisition process; only those meeting strict criteria will
proceed. However, our RDA strategy calls for a strong and robust
S&T program and continuing aggressive funding; nothing less will
assure that the Army's remains the most dominant land force in
the world.

- Science and Technology driven future modernization
programs .

H . The LOSAT
replaces the Improved Tow Vehicles, and is the dedicated anti-tank
system for heavy forces. The LOSAT uses advanced target
acquisition (second generation FLIR) and fire control system to
provide target detection and recognition at ranges greater than
the current TOW system. LOSAT's can acquire and engage three
targets sequentially and provide auto tracking of its missiles to
targets.
PHASE: Technology Demonstration.

FUE: Estimated Between FY04-06.
0° utu;§_§ggnt_yehigle. The Future Scout Vehicle

(FSV), a small, mobile system that operates throughout the
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battlefield, incorporates an integrated day/night, all-weather
surveillance and target acquisition system to locate high priority
targets. The system will accurately direct Army, Air Force, and
Navy fire support and perform responsive damage assessments as
needed. The FSV also accepts a direct fire weapon capable of
defeating light armor, and performs the full range of ground
reconnaissance and security missions as well as economy of force
operations.

PHASE: Concept Development

FUE: N/A

0° Future Infantrv Fighting Vehicle IFIFV). The
FIFV is envisioned to have a medium chassis common to future
systems. The FIFV eventually replaces the BFV and will provide
greater lethality by incorporating advanced technologies, a rapid
fire gun, and advanced anti—armor missile systems. A two man crew
for the FIFV will allow a full nine man dismount squad.

PHASE: Concept Development

FUE: N/A.
" Lona Range Advanced Scout Surveillance Svstem

LRA . The Long Range Advanced Scout Surveillance System
(LRAS3) is a mounted or man portable, day, night, and adverse
weather observation and target acquisition device. It allows the
scout to acquire and identify enemy equipment and positions while
remaining outside of small and large caliber fire acquisition and
engagement ranges. The LRASB has a 50% to 70% better target
acquisition capability over current/modified systems. Program is
currently unfunded.

PHASE: Concept Development..

FUE: N/A

-- Future Main Battle Tank (FMBT). The future main
battle tank is envisioned to be built of lightweight ceramic or
composite armor, have an advanced main gun with autoloader, and
improved vetronics and an advanced propulsion system. The vehicle
has a multi—sensor panoramic target acquisition system, combat ID,
embedded training devices, and countermeasures/signature reduction
capabilities.
PHASE: Concept Development.

FUE: N/A.

Research and Development Programs that Support the Heavy
Force Modernization/Acquisition Strategy.
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- InfanLryAQayalry_EightingiyehiclelMZAiAil. The near
term BFV improvements include a laser range finder, a global
positioning system (GPS), a driver's thermal viewer, Battlefield
Combat ID system, a missile countermeasure device and improved
stowage of both internal and external loads. Mid term
improvements include: digitization, intervehicler information
system(IVIS), and 2d generation FLIR.

PHASE: Program Development.

FUE: FY98.
' A1m9§d_nn_xiem_lAGSL. The Armored Gun System is a

lightweight mobile gun system intended to replace the M551
Sheridan, with a design based on proven non—developmental (NDI)
components and technologies. This system solves our deployability
problem by providing a survivable direct fire weapons systems for
light forces. The program is scheduled to field a total of 300
systems. AGS will be fielded only to light armor battalions and
the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment (Light).
PHASE: Engineering, Manufacturing, and Development (EMD).

FUE: Dec 97.

I

t m v T ' ' '
m . The ITAS

is an improved day/night target acquisition system for TOW missile
systems. ITAS has integrated day/night sight (2d generation FLIR)
direct optics, laser rangefinder, auto—boresight, and missile
tracker. The ITAS will be mounted on all HMMWV and ground mounted
TOW systems, and fielded to FP 1,2, & 3 units.
PHASE: RDTE.

FUE: FY96.
° JAVELIN. Advanced Antitank Weapon Svstem — Medium

1AAS;_L. The JAVELIN is a man—portable, medium antitank system
with integrated day/night capabilities. Flexibility is improved
by significantly increased range and the ability to fire the
weapon from any firing position. The JAVELIN missile is a fire
and forget missile that is dual mode and can be launched from
enclosures; and it is an all—weather system that uses an advanced
shaped charge warhead. Our current program will fill FPl units at
mid term and FP2 units at far term.

PHASE: Engineering Manufacturing Development (EMD)

FUE: 3Q FY96

' ' ‘ I ‘ ' ‘ . The
NLOS—CA is a combined arms weapon system that allows the maneuver
commander to fight the tactical deep operation beyond the line_of_



sight of threat weapon systems; and it can be used in the direct
fire battle when required. It can engage masked, dug-in, or
defilade ground targets and hovering and/or maneuvering rotary
wing aircraft from a defilade firing position. The NLOS missile
is a vertical launch missile that pitches over to level; its
altitude is selectable . The gunner sees what the imaging seeker
sees by means of a fiber optic cable.

PHASE: Demonstration/Validation

FUE: 4Q FY03

O Ml_Brgaghez. This provides the Heavy Force both in—

stride and deliberate breaching capabilities; it can keep pace
with the Abrams and Bradley family of vehicles. The breacher will
partially fulfill the Heavy Force requirements in FPl units in the
early far term, then be displaced to FP2 when the Combat Mobility
Vehicle is fielded.
PHASE: RDTE

FUE: FY99.
- Heayy_Assault_Bridge. The mid term solution for heavy

assault bridging is the Heavy Assault Bridge (HAB) program. The
HAB, mounted on a M1 chassis, supports the Abrams tank. The
bridger will partially fulfill the Heavy Force requirements in FPl
units in the early far term, then be displaced to FP2 when the
Combat mobility vehicle is fielded.

PHASE: RTDE

FUE: FY99

. 99mmang and ggntrgj ygthJg (sz). The C2V replaces
the current M577 command post(CP) vehicle in divisions and below.
It enables the Heavy Force to reduce CP vehicle requirements,
provides additional capabilities for command and control on the
move (CZOTM), and receives real time voice and data communications
(digitized battlefield).
PHASE: RTDE

FUE: FY98.
- Advanced Field Artillerv Svstem (AFAS/FARV). Far term

modernization will center on the AFAS with its Future Armored
Resupply Vehicle(FARV). The AFAS will have greater range, more
survivability, fewer crew members, increased ammunition stowage,
higher rate of fire, and enhanced mobility. The AFAS is supported
by the FARV; resupplying the AFAS without exposing the crew to
hostile fire.
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PHASE: RDTE.

FUE: FUE: FY06.

_

- Adyansed_Iank_Armament_sttem_lAIASl. Our objectiveis to develop a main armament system with enhanced capability todetect, identify, and defeat present and future tanks at rangesgreater than now possible. The program elements include an
advanced tank cannon (XM291), an automatic loader, and improvedfire control, target acquisition, and ammunition.

PHASE: RDTE.

FUE: FY96 for selected program elements.

_

- Armament_Enhancement_lnitiatixes_lABll. In the near
and mid term AEI arms to improve the lethality and range of the
120mm tank ammunition particularly via the use of smart munitions.Also we will improve our kinetic and chemical energy rounds thus
extend our present capabilities in to the turn of the century.
PHASE: RTDE.

FUE: Ongoing

‘
' SIEINGBAX. This system provides an additional

capability to detect, engage, and damage threat optics.
PHASE: DEM/VAL.

FUE: N/A

The following upgrade programs support the Heavy Force
Modernization/Acquisition Strategy.

- Main Battle Tank (M1A2) ngrade. The M1A2 upgrade
program bridges the vulnerability gap between the MlAl and the
FMBT. This system increases force effectiveness and will allow
Heavy Forces to win decisively with reduced forces and minimumcasualties. The upgrade will field to selected FPl units at the
mid term and FPl/FPZ units at the far term.

PHASE: Production (62 M1A2 New Production Models)

EMD (Abrams Upgrade Program) — 206 early model Abrams Tankswill be upgraded to M1A2 configuration. This quantity, plus the
62 new production MlAZS and 19 Pilots/Prototypes equates to an
operationally significant quantity of tanks with vehicle to
modernize a mechanized division.
FUE: FY97

. Mll;g;_gpg;ade. Approximately 500 vehicles per year



are converted to the A3 version between FY94-99. The upgrade
consists of a new "RISE" power pack, plus survivability and
mobility enhancements that allow the M113A3 to maneuver with Ml/M2
units.
PHASE: Production.

FUE: Ongoing.

- M M2/3A1
IFVs are to be upgraded to M2/3A2 versions by adding 30mm
protection, spall liner, improved ammo stowage, improved power
train, and armor tiles.
PHASE: Production.

FUE: Ongoing.

. Imprggd Beggygrx ygbjg g (M885 El). The M88A1El
provides the Heavy Force enhanced capabilities: towing and
winching capabilities of up to 70 tons and increased lifting
capability to 45 tons. It is used to recover the Abrams family of
vehicles. Fielding priority to the Heavy Force will be first to
armor, engineer, and maintenance units within FP l, then to FP 2
and 3.

PHASE: Baseline Testing.
FUE: FY95.

The following new Heavy Force modernization/acquisition
programs are currently in the production phase of RDTE.

- ngg gaggle Iank (Mlal) Eielding. Complete fielding
of the MlAl tank to CONUS based Active Component units will be
completed in FY93. All FPl (Contingency Corps) units will have
MlAl HA (common) tanks at this time.

PHASE: Production

FUE: Ongoing

' T -L n i l Tr k Wir ' i i
119E_ZEL. The Tow 2B is an entirely new missile with a tandem
warhead design. It also features a dual-mode sensor and a new
armament section incorporating two explosively formed penetrators
(EFP). The TOW 2B provides a top—attack mode of engagement; its
missile travels over targets, whereupon a sensor triggers, at the
proper time, the two warheads to shoot down at the thinly armored
tops of threat vehicles. Our requirement will be satisfied after
fielding to FP2 units in mid term.

PHASE: Production

FUE: 4Q FY92

° m The Paladin is a new
production model of the M109A2/A3 it permits semi—autonomous
operation and has an on-board position/navigation system, an
improved gun and mount, extended range travel (3OKM), an improved
C2 suite, a higher rate of fire, and increased armor protection.
PHASE: Production.

FUE: Ongoing.

. 129mm Marta; (sz). The 120mm mortar, a conventional,
smoothbore, muzzle-loading mortar and is employed in both towed
and carrier—mounted versions. The M21 provides an expanded range
envelope (compared to the current 4.2—inch mortar) and improvedtransportability, effectiveness, and standardization. Our near
term objective is to field to FP 1 and FP 2 units.
PHASE: Production.

FUE: Ongoing.

Unfunded Program Issues.
o ulna. The Abrams upgrade program is currently fully

funded in Phase I. Phase II of the program is only 75% funded.
Lack of a fully funded phase II will restrict fielding of the M1A2to selected FPl units. The goal is to fill all Contingency Corps
Heavy Forces.

o “21333. Funding for the Bradley IFV upgrade program
has not been identified in the POM. The program is relatively
new; cost/funding requirements will be determined during lQFY93.
The goal is to fill all Contingency Corps Heavy Forces.

o M11353. Reduced funding for the M113A3 upgrade
program means only 54% of FPl requirements being met. Additional
funding is required to meet the goal of filling all FPl units.

o HLQs-QA. To accelerate the NLOS-CA program,
additional funding will be required during the POM years. The
goal is to provide NLOS—CA to all FPl units.

. u] ngjdggglnggaghgz. Current POM funding for the
Heavy Assault Bridge and Ml Breacher does not provide quantitiessufficient to fill FPl units—- our goal. This program will
require both additional funding and the allocation of 500 more
Abrams chassis to correct the shortfall.

. Imprgxgg ggggxggy yghiglg(u§33131). The current
POM does not provide sufficient funding for the M88A1E1; our goal
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is to field the M88AlEl to all armor, engineer, and maintenance
units in FPl.

0 Izaining_pgxiggg. Insufficient funding in the POM

for Conduct of Fire Trainer(COFT) upgrades, Platoon Gunnery
Trainers(PGT), and Tank Weapons Gunnery Simulation Systems and
Precision Gunnery Systems(TWGSS/PGS) negatively impacts our
capability to train and modernize heavy forces. The greatest
impact will be felt by National Guard units that are converting
from M60A3 to Ml tanks. The POM does not cover the cost of
upgrading 26 COFTs.
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Funding Issues

Summary.

The Heavy Force's modernization/acquisition strategy centers
on maximizing our previous investments in current systems while
developing new technologies to insert into existing platforms or
into new "leap—ahead systems". The intent of this strategy is to
modernize first to fight units with technologically overmatching
combat systems. The modernization strategy for the Heavy Force
includes technology based programs for future systems and RDTE
programs for upgrade of current systems and production of new
systems.
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Figure A-16

Modernization Objectives. The Heavy Force must engage in a
continuous modernization process to keep its technological edge,
To accomplish a steady and continuous modernization program for
all units, new and upgraded equipment is first fielded to FP 1

units and then to FP 2 and FP 3 units. Within FP l, our first
priority goes to units in our Rapid Deployment (Contingency)
Forces. As new equipment is fielded, current equipment will be
transferred to FP 2 and PP 3 units. This extends the duration
equipment is used and provides each force package the most modern
equipment available
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MOUNTED FORCE MODERNIZATION PLAN
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SECTION 6

TRAINING

I l E J. . I . .

Training must depend, in future years on more training
devices, greater innovation, and superb leadership than at any
other time in our Army's history. Several events cause these
changes:

- Downsizing the Army;

0 AirLand Operations Concept training implications;
° Personnel turbulence;
0 Advancement in training technologies; and the
- Increased complexity and number of fielded systems.

The Combined Arms Training Strategy (CATS) achieves the
maximum training value from existing OPTEMPO, ammunition, range
and maneuver areas, and the integration of simulation and
simulators. CATS establishes "proficiency gates" throughout the
training process; these are used by commanders to assess training
proficiency and optimize training resources.

- Training Aids Devices Simulators and Simulations
(TADSS) permits training for tasks that require frequent
repetition or that are too expensive or too hazardous to personnel
and equipment to train in the field.

- TADSS is used to validate proficiencies prior to on—
equipment training and before conducting qualification events orfield training exercises that consume OPTEMPO and full—caliber
ammunition.

The Heavy Force's Training Strategy sets forth our training
device strategy for the near, mid and far terms. It is based on
training devices, embedded trainers, and distributed training to
support our mission. The near term strategy contains part—task
appended trainers for gunner, maneuver and driver training. The
mid term strategy contains devices that begin to integrate gunner,
maneuver and driver training. In the far term, we introduce and
field embedded training devices: for example a precision laser
engagement system and conduct-of-fire trainer (COFT). Further
depending on the capabilities of the on—board computer network in
future vehicles, a close combat tactical trainer (CCTT) capability
may be embedded and linked to a central computer system which
would drive the simulation.
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WWW The primary focus of training
device modernization for the Heavy Force is to allow individuals,
crews, and units to attain and maintain the highest levels of
proficiency at the most affordable cost. Current and future
training devices for Heavy Forces are:

Tank Conduct of Fire Trainer(UCOFT/MCOFT). The UCOFT trains
the gunner and TC as a team in simulated battlefield environment.
The team is faced with increasingly difficult scenarios based on
computer assessments of their skills. The M1A2 software upgrade
to the UCOFT is currently in development.

Guard Unit Armory Device Full—Crew Interactive Simulation
Trainer-Armor (GUARD FIST—I). The GUARD FIST—I is a tank—mounted
training device for crew collective training. Computer generated
imagery is presented concurrently through color video monitors;
these are mounted in front of driver, gunner, and tank commander
vision ports and at an external instructor station. The crew
simulates loading, firing, and driving with full crew interaction.
GUARD FIST—I is to be fielded in 4Q FY 94.

Abrams Tank Driver Trainer (TDT). The TDT provides initial
driver training for new soldiers, plus transition and mobilization
training in time of national emergency. The M1 Abrams TDT is an
enclosed, free motion driver station that duplicates all driving
controls and roll, pitch, yaw, sway, surge, and heave common to
tanks. We are scheduled to field TDT in June 1993.

Tank Precision Gunnery Inbore Device (TPGID). The TPGID is a
35mm subcaliber inbore device mounted in the Abrams tank gun tube,
and replicates main gun firing and allows full crew interaction
using the tanks fire control system. The TPGID effectively engages
targets to 2,000 meters. Funding for production is scheduled for
FY 94.

Thru-Sight Video (TSV). The TSV is used for after action
reviews (AAR) for gunnery and tactical training and remedial
training. TSV consists of a TV camera linked to the gunner's
primary sight and an equipment package; it records the gunner's
sight picture. TSV is scheduled to be fielded in FY 94.

Interim Thermal Signature Target (ITST). This device trains
mounted crewman using thermal sight techniques to engage targets
during limited visibility. To be used in the interim until a
standard, thermal integrated target system is procured. We are
scheduled to produce ITST in FY 95.

Tank Weapons Gunnery Simulation System/Precision Gunnery
System(TWGSS/PGS). TWGSS/PGS is a vehicle—mounted gunnery
training system which simulates main gun and coaxial machine gun
firing. It is based on an eye—safe laser system and reflectors,
and is compatible with the MILES training device used in combined
arms exercises. TWGSS/PGS is used with M1, MlAl, and MlA2 tanks,

AGS, and 25mm, TOW and coax for M2/M3 series BFV It is scheduled
for fielding in FY95.

Precision Range Integrated Maneuver Exercise (PRIME)Laser
Range. This enhances the capabilities of M1 and M2/M3 MILES,
Laser Target Interface Device(LTID), and Automated Tank Target
System (ATTS) pop-up targets. It supports tank/IFV gunnery and
tactical training of crews and units. It is scheduled to be
operational in FY 93.

Main Tank Gun/Weapons Effects Signature Similar(MTG/WESS).
This device is a more cost effective and realistic means of
simulating the flash, bang, and smoke of the tanks main gun; it is
used for force—on—force tactical engagement exercises.

Simulation Networking (SIMNET). This is a program which
feeds technological information to an objective system program and
provides training and combat development capabilities. Two mobile
versions are use. The program includes training developments,
combat developments, and increased training capabilities.

Close Combat Tactical Trainer(CCTT). CCTT will provide a
means to train and sustain collective tactical tasks and skills in
the conduct of simulated crew through battalion task force level
tactical operations. It is scheduled for 3Q FY 98.

Service School Seminar Trainer(JANUS—A). JANUS is a computer
generated tactical simulation model that allow control of elements
from brigade to individual systems. It is scheduled to be fielded
in FY 93.
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SECTION 7

CONCLUSIONS

Given the uncertain and violent world, our Nation's Heavy
Forces are ever more central to our capability to ensure peace and
stability worldwide. They are the centerpiece of our military
might, particularly because they constitute the core of joint
and/or coalition forces.

The tank and the infantry fighting vehicles continue to be
the power brokers of mounted, combined arms operations. We must
continue to "harness the power of the micro chip", and apply such
technology to the force. The M1A2 is the first step in that
direction. But we must build and expand on the power of the chip.
The Ml/MlAl conversion to the MlAZ is the most cost effective way
to maximize our previous investment in a proven system.
Technologies essential to support the FMBT must continue to be
developed in the tech base——first to support the FMBT effort, and
perhaps for insertion into the Abrams fleet, if FMBT development
continues to be delayed.

The tank cannot fight the ground battle alone. The
mechanized infantry is an equal partner in high-tempo ground
battle. We must continue to press for improvements to the
Bradley, and thereby to keep its capabilities on—line with those
of the tank. This means correcting the problems identified or
confirmed in Desert Storm, pushing for technology insertion, and
expanding the capability to incorporate the Inter—Vehicular
Information System (IVIS) (as we have done on the M1A2).
Likewise, we must address: the Bradley derivative chassis
shortfalls across the force and the increased need for the Ml
based breacher and Heavy Assault Bridge.

For both the Bradley and the tank, we are at a critical
juncture in terms of losing the production base. If this occurs,
the Army and our Nation will face an untenable position; we must
not allow this.

The cavalry reconnaissance and security forces have not been
upgraded for several decades. As technologies become available, we
must capitalize on them and overcome this deficiency. The DOD
Advanced Land Combat S&T initiative offers promise toward this
end.

Implementation of our Heavy Force Modernization Strategy will
ensure this nation has the capabilities to respond to threats
with 9xgxghglming_gmhgt_ggu§; both now and into the next
century. Our modernization strategy provides the Heavy Force with
the necessary capabilities to continue to be the most daminnnhlam in the world, able toW with minimum
gggngltiag on any battlefield.

Heavy Force Modernization Plan

CLOSE COMBAT OVERMATCH
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AAWS-M
ACQ
AEI
AFAS
AFATADS
AFFS
AGS
ALC
AMEV
AMV
APV
ASM
ASTAMIOS
ATAS
ATD
ATR
AVLB
BCIS
BCS
BFV
C2
C2V
C3I
C4
CATS
CAV
CCTT
CE
CEV
CFV
CLAMS
CMV
COFT
DA
DARPA
DEW
DOD
ETC
ELINT
EMD
EW
FAAPS
FARV
FIFV
FLIR
FMBT
FP
FSV
FOV
FUE
GPS

GL9§ABI..QE_HBQBQHXM§

Advanced Antitank Weapon System Medium
Armored Cavalry Regiment
Armament Enhancement Initiative
Advanced Field Artillery System
Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System
Advanced Fire Finding Systems
Armored Gun System
Advanced Land Combat
Armored Medical Evacuation Vehicle
Armored Maintenance Vehicle
Auxiliary Power Unit
Armored Systems Modernization
Aerial Standoff Minefield Detection System
Advanced Tank Armament Systems
Advanced Technology Demonstrations
Automatic Target Recognition
Armored Vehicle Launched Bridge
Battlefield Combat Identifications Systems
Battalion Countermine Set
Bradley Fighting Vehicle
Command and Control
Command and Control Vehicle
Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence
Command, Control, Computer, and Communications
Combined Arms Training Strategy
Composite Armor Vehicle
Close Combat Tactical Trainer
Chemical Energy
Combat Engineer Vehicle
Cavalry Fighting Vehicles
Clear Lane Marking Systems
Combat Mobility Vehicle
Conduct of Fire Trainers
Department of the Army
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Directed Energy Weapons
Department of Defense
Electrothermal Chemical Gun
Electronic Intelligence
Engineering and Manufacturing Developing
Electronic Warfare
Artillery Ammunition Processing System
Future Armored Resupply Vehicle
Infantry Fighting Vehicle
Forward Looking InfraRed
Future Main Battle Tank
Force Package
Future Scout Vehicle
Family of Vehicles
First Unit Equipped
Global Positioning System

GPS

GUARD FIST-I
HA
HAB
HEAT
HEMMT
HET
HMMWV
ID
IFV
ITAS
ITST
ISU
IVIS
KE
LOSAT
LIEC
LP
LR53
LRF
MCD
MCM
MCS
MCOFT
MLRS
MNS
MOFA
MTG/WESS
NBC
NLOS-CA
ODS
PGT
PRIME

RDA
RDT&E
SAVA
SIMNET
S&T
STAFF
TACFIRE
TADSS
TDT
TF
TOW
TPGID
TRADOC
TSV
TUGV
TWGSS
UCOFT
VIDS

Global Positioning System

Guard Unit Armory Device Fully-Crew Interactive
Simulation Trainer—Armor
Heavy Armor
Heavy Assault Bridge
High Explosive Anti—Tank
Heavy Extended Mobility Tactical Truck
Heavy Equipment Transporter
High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
Infantry Division
Infantry Fighting Vehicle
Improved Target Acquisition System
Interim Thermal Signature Target
Integrated Sight Unit
Inter-Vehicular Information System
Kinetic Energy
Line—of—Sight Antitank
Lightweight In—Stride Extraction Capability
Liquid Propellant
Long Range Advanced Scout Surveillance
Laser Rangefinder
Missile Countermeasure Device
Material Change Management
Maneuver Control System
Mobile Conduct of Fire Trainer
Multiple Launch Rocket System
Mission Need Statement
Multi-Option Force Artillery
Main Tank Gun/Weapons Effects Signature Similar
Nuclear Biological & Chemical
Non—Line of Sight-Combined Arms
Operation Desert Storm
Platoon Gunnery Trainer
Precision Range Integrated Maneuver Exercise Laser
Range
Research Development and Acquisition
Research, Development, Testing & Evaluation
Standard Army Veronicas Architecture
Simulation Networking
Science and Technology
Smart Target Activated Fire and Forget
Tactical Fire Control System
Training Aids Devices Simulators & Simulations
Tank Device Trainer
Task Forces
Tube-Launched Optically-Tracked Wire—Guided Missile
Tank Precision Gunnery Inbore Device
Training and Doctrine Command
Sight Video
Tactical Unmanned Ground Vehicle
Tank Weapons Gunnery Systems
Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer
Vehicle Integrated Defense System
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